Model 5102-3 Swimming Pool Heat Exchanger

Assembly No. | Tubestack Part No.
---|---
EC120-5115-3C | 5095-3TNP
EC120-5115-3S | 5095-3STP
EC120-5115-3T | 5095-3TIP

| M6 x 12 | 4 Socket Screws | 13 | MS
|---|---|---|---
| 4154 | 2 Mounting Feet | 12 | SS
| 3594 | 1 Nameplate | 11 | Brass
| M6 x 30 | 12 Flange Screws | 10 | MS
| AH12 | 2 Seals | 9 | Nitrile
| 5134 | 2 Union Bush (BS) | 8 | GFN
| 2 Union Bush (Metric) | 7 | GFN
| 2 Union Seals | 6 | EPDM
| 2 Union Nuts | 5 | GFN
| 4571 | 4 Split Rings | 4 | GFN
| 4567 | 2 End Covers | 3 | GFN
| 5095-3 | 1 Tubestack EC120 | 2 | *
| EC71 | 4568-3N | 1 Body EC120 | 1 | CI

Notes:
- Item No’s. 5, 6, 7 and 8 supplied loose with assembly.
- 4-M6 x 12 socket screws supplied fitted into mounting feet.
- Body to be painted swimming pool green.
- Drawing No. Suffix to indicate tube material, C=Cupro Nickel Tube, S=Stainless Steel Tube and T=Titanium Tube.
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